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System Ltd: Stable outlook 

System Limited (SYS), a certified Microsoft Gold Partner, is one of the 

notable software companies in Pakistan in terms of volumetric sales 

&IT softwares.  

SYS have seen significant penetration & resultant demand of skilled 

resources and services in US, technology spent i.e. IT software services 

have increased and the company envisages this trend to continue in a 

foreseeable future.  

Triggers… 

 SYS has also invested in starting operations in new markets and 

building new competency centers and increased demand thus keeps 

it on limelight of higher and better upside growth in future;  

 The company will have more revenue in next quarter due to 

expansion in MEA region, UAE and Australia etc. 

 

Financial review…attaining budgetary targets 

 SYS achieved its budgetary target for the quarter and is expected to 

continue on the pattern of surpassing budgetary profit for the year 

2015, as per their report; 

 The profit before tax of the company grew by 50% in 1QCY15; 
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 SYS posted EPS of Rs 1.1/sh as compared to Re 0.84/sh in the corresponding last quarter; 

Business structures… 

 SYS have invested in developing accelerators, frameworks and solution templates for apparel & retail 

segment. They have also developed retail business intelligence tool. SYS is thus using their technology 

platform to sell BPO services and this has been instrumental in generating new businesses. For SYS, BPO and 

ERP is forms key part of revenue.  

 

 SYS have active projects in UAE, Oman, Bahrain, Qatar, South Africa, Namibia and Saudi Arabia. SYS were 

able to strengthen partnership with reputed and well established regional partners. On the domestic front, 

SYS have seen growth in IT spending from private sector.  

 

 In private sector SYS made significant inroads in telecom and financial institutions. In public sector in Punjab, 

SYS is engaged with large entities such as PITB and Ministry of Revenue for Land Records. 

Future outlook…  

 In 2015, SYS is further solidifying its base in MEA region; 

 SYS is about to launch a new product “OneLoad” as per their website. It is a video distribution 

service for brand advertisers and content creators who want to easily seed their videos to the top 

video and social networking sites;  

 2500+ employees globally & 100% employee ownership and the number of employees is to 

increase due to more demand of IT softwares; 

 More than 200 clients could be served globally and their might be an increase of clients due to 

expansion; 

 Company extended its IT services to customers all across countries viz. Australia and UAE; 

 

We keep our POSITIVE stance given company’s stable earning base (we expect quarterly growth; ERP 

& BPO remains main revenue earner). We have put this company under our active watch list given 

stable earnings outlook.  

 
 


